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A B S T R A C T   

This work presents a novel method of simplifying multi-converter systems containing complex grid-forming and 
grid-following controllers for stability analyses. Analysis is conducted via the equivalent converter output 
impedance. Important points for impedance-based stability analysis of larger networks are considered, including 
impedance rotations, proper combination of sources and correctly obtaining a minimum system realisation with 
appropriate tolerances. The proposed method is used to conduct a sensitivity analysis of different grid-forming 
and grid-following converter control parameters to determine tuning recommendations for the modern elec-
tricity network. To achieve this, complex control structures including power/voltage control, negative sequence 
regulation and synchronous machine emulation are included. Network stability is found to be sensitive to current 
control, active power control and frequency-based components such as PLLs. However, voltage control exhibits a 
smaller effect on stability for a range of short circuit ratios. Some recommendations are provided on when the 
simplified method can be utilised and how to ensure correct application.   

1. Introduction 

Modern power systems are transitioning to an increasingly converter 
dominated network and new challenges are faced in determining the 
stability of such systems [1]. Normally, work aims to uncover unwanted 
converter interactions, but modern control structures allow for useful 
interactions between converters. Fast grid-following (GFL) structures 
could be employed to fill in gaps left by new, slower grid-forming con-
verters (GFM). For stability assessment, the consensus is that GFL should 
be represented as Y-type systems - current sources with output admit-
tance. While GFM should be considered as Z-type systems - voltage 
sources with output impedance [2]. It will be demonstrated that 
considering the converter with the correct impedance type is crucial for 
an accurate stability assessment. This may aid future studies on stability 
of GFM. 

Impedance-based stability methods have been widely employed, 
with multiple approaches documented in literature [3–11]. Some 
methods consider only SISO based models [10–13]. This approach is 
valid for simple systems such as current controllers, but as more complex 
structures are integrated into the network, SISO models do not incor-
porate all possible interactions. Modelling in the dq-frame results in a 
MIMO impedance and allows for easier representation of more advanced 

features. In some dq-frame studies the system is simplified so that the 
MIMO impedance becomes diagonally dominant (DD). In these cases, 
the MIMO system can be considered as two loop-at-a-time SISO systems. 
Work exists studying a single converter impedance in the dq-frame [9, 
14, 15] or pn-frame [3, 16, 17]. In these cases, the Generalised Nyquist 
Criterion (GNC) is the preferred method to determine stability. How-
ever, in most work, systems are largely simplified, and assumptions are 
made that result in key aspects of the converter controller being disabled 
to ease analysis. If simple current control is implemented, the converter 
impedance is likely DD which significantly eases analysis. Considering 
control structures with systems such as negative sequence control (NSC), 
phase locked loops (PLL) and frequency/voltage support is necessary to 
accurately represent the modern grid. These systems remove the DD 
property in most cases. Some advanced control components have been 
explored in terms of a single converter [15, 18-20]. However, assump-
tions made for a single converter may not be appropriate for 
multi-converter studies. 

Multi-converter network impedance analysis is currently an area of 
interest with multiple works looking at various approaches [9, 10, 13, 
21, 22]. Some studies look to simplify the network into reduced, 
equivalent, closed control loops in which, the ratio between network 
impedances form the open loop gain and can be studied to determine 
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stability [13, 23]. However, this approach may not be valid for systems 
with open-loop right half-plane (RHP) poles. Usually, a GFL connected 
to a grid forms a Z + Y system where open loop RHP poles can be 
accounted for, if present, by the inverse Nyquist Criterion [24]. How-
ever, the modern network contains combinations of GFL or GFM with 
the grid, creating Y + Y or Z + Z systems when constructing equivalent 
control loops where RHP poles cannot be removed [10, 22]. If open-loop 
RHP poles are present, the normally disregarded numerator of the sys-
tem transfer function must be considered. This leads to the failure of the 
previously employed methods to determine stability by searching for 
closed-loop zeros in the characteristic equation of the equivalent control 
system. Work has been completed to remedy this in [10], but only for 
SISO impedances. With complex MIMO systems it is important to 
consider all system components through analysis of the full closed loop 
system. 

This work provides guidance on when a simplified equivalent control 
loop can correctly determine the stability of a multi-converter network 
employing both GFL and GFM control. This is achieved via eigenvalue 
analysis of the closed control loop, formulated from network imped-
ances and admittances, including the equivalent controller admittances. 
This differs from previous approaches as the full-closed loop transfer 
function is utilised while considering contributions from multiple 

sources. Eigenvalue analysis has been successfully utilised for single- 
converter studies [18], but application to multi-converter networks 
considering open-loop RHP poles is scarce. Additionally, marginally 
stable cases where eigenvalue analysis of a simplified control loop have 
been found to fail [21], are discussed. A new method is proposed to 
remedy these cases by adjusting pole-zero cancellation tolerance when 
obtaining a minimum realisation of the system. Similarities are dis-
cussed between closed-loop eigenvalue analysis and open-loop GNC 
analysis which could be applied in a practical setting. Moreover, situa-
tions where the simplified model fails are indicated and some remarks 
on improving problematic cases are provided. 

2. System admittance modelling 

Two converter control algorithms are used within this work. One 
with power and voltage control, internal current control and negative 
sequence regulation (PVCCN), representing a traditional grid-following 
controller. The other, a grid-forming structure known as a simplified 
Virtual Synchronous Machine (VSM). Both are modelled in the dq-frame 
where the admittance forms a 2 × 2 MIMO system. The filter capacitor is 
disregarded in the admittance model for these studies but can be 
modelled as a load effect if required. 

Fig. 1. PVCCN control structure (GFL)  
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2.1. Grid following 

A diagram of the grid-following structure is provided in Fig. 1. A full 
description of the controller can be found in [16]. However, a summary 
is provided here. The main components include: positive and negative 
sequence current control via PIs, outer-loop power and voltage control 
via PIs, phase-locked loop (PLL) and sequence extraction filters. The PLL 
locks the converter control frame to the network frame that the filter 
impedance is expressed in, with an a-phase to q-axis alignment. The 
converter is current controlled and is represented on the network as a 
current source with parallel source admittance. The positive and nega-
tive sequence current control gains are equal. 

2.2. Grid forming 

A diagram of the GFM structure which is a simplified VSM is shown 
in Fig. 2. An in-depth system description can be found in [25], but is 
summarised here. The main aspect is the lack of PLL, grid synchroni-
sation is achieved via the active power loop. The PI controller used 
represents a simplified version of the swing equation accounting for 
damping with the proportional term and inertia via the integral term. 
The point of common coupling (PCC) voltage is regulated by adjusting 
the converter terminal voltage directly via PI with no inner-loop current 
control. This structure is preferred for the following reasons. Current 
control is usually employed to protect the converter in the case of large 
overcurrents. However, some work does exist on fault ride through 
(FRT) for controllers without current control and specifically VSM 
structures [25]. Moreover, this work is concerned with small-signal 
stability where saturation cannot be represented. Finally, addition of 
inner-loop current control increases the converter output impedance 
and reduces some of the useful GFM behaviour of the control structure 

[26]. 
The converter is represented at network level by a voltage source 

with series source impedance. Only Clarke transforms are required for 
the measurements as the steady-state DC active power and PCC voltage 
magnitude can be calculated in the stationary reference frame. How-
ever, a Park transform is used to converter the dq-frame voltage com-
mands into the abc-frame. Since no PLL is present to align frames, the 
transform requires a different linearisation to account for the angle 
difference between the VSM control frame and the local frame at the 
PCC. This ensures that the filter impedance and converter admittance 
can be combined in the same frame. More information of impedance 
rotation is provided in Section II.E. 

2.3. Small-signal modelling 

A small-signal model is created for each converter system. This al-
lows the fast manipulation of matrices for analysis. This is completed by 
constructing state-space matrices of the form: 

Δẋ = AΔx + BΔu (1)  

Δy = CΔx + DΔu (2) 

The system inputs and outputs are selected to be the PCC voltages Uqd 

and converter currents Icqd in the synchronous reference frame, respec-
tively. This obtains the 2 × 2 MIMO dq-frame admittance model via: 

Yqd =
1

Zqd
=

ΔIcqd

ΔUqd
=

[
Yqq Yqd
Ydq Ydd

]

(3) 

Note that the converter admittance or impedance is shaped by both 
the filter impedance and the controller of the converter. 

Fig. 2. VSM control structure (GFM)  
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2.4. Transmission line and grid impedance 

Each converter is connected to the PCC via a transmission line (TL). A 
short TL is selected (under 50 miles) and can be considered as an RL 
impedance [27]. The model is constructed as follows: 

ZT,qd =

[
RT + sLT ωGLT
−ωGLT RT + sLT

]

(4) 

The grid impedance is also modelled as an RL impedance of the same 
form: 

ZG,qd =

[
RG + sLG ωGLG
−ωGLG RG + sLG

]

(5) 

The grid resistance and inductance is dependant on the short circuit 
ratio (SCR). The system considered is representative of a section of an 
offshore windfarm where each converter is rated at 3 MW with a base 
voltage of 690 VL−L,rms. 

2.5. Rotational matrices and reference frames 

In order to perform impedance analysis all system impedances must 
be expressed in a common reference frame [9, 17]. This is achieved by 
applying a rotational matrix to account for the angle difference between 
system points. If the dq-frame impedance is DD or Mirror Frequency 
Decoupled (MFD) which is of the form: 

ZMFD,dq =

[
Z1 Z2

−Z2 Z1

]

(6)  

the rotation has no effect. The converter admittances are combined in 
series with the respective TL admittances. The TL impedance is MFD and 
can be added to the converter impedance without rotation. However, the 
combination of admittances is not MFD, and each must be rotated to a 
common reference frame before analysis can occur. This can be achieved 
by rotating both combinations of converter and TL admittance into the 
grid-frame. Since the grid impedance is MFD it needs no rotation 
whether it is in the global or PCC reference frame. In this case, all ad-
mittances are rotated to the global reference frame via: 

Yqd,g = Tqd(θ)Yqd,lT−1
qd (θ) (7)  

Tqd =

[
cos(θ) sin(θ)

−sin(θ) cos(θ)

]

(8)  

Where Ydq,g and Ydq,l are the admittances in the global and local refer-
ence frames respectively and θ is the angle between the frames. 

3. Analysing multi-converter admittance 

Using impedance to determine system stability is well established. 
The method can handle GFL and GFM topologies and could be scaled to 
systems with multiple converters. For example, a windfarm which is 
aggregated based on converter control algorithm. A diagram of the 
system considered is shown in Fig. 3, which consists of a GFL converter 
(shown in blue) and a GFM converter (shown in red) connected to the 
grid. Each converter has a filter impedance illustrated in the same colour 
as the source followed by a simplified RL TL to connect to the PCC. The 
admittances and impedances are obtained by the process shown in II.C. 

The GFM VSM is considered as a voltage source with series imped-
ance and the GFL PVCCN is modelled as a current source with parallel 
admittance. The coloured nodes indicate the different voltage angles 
throughout the network used for the impedance rotations discussed in 
Section II.E. Four reference frames are used: PVCCN local frame, VSM 
local frame, PCC local frame and the grid global frame. 

3.1. Stability of single-converter systems 

The first step of the multi-loop method usually consists of deter-
mining if the combination of two initial system components is stable 
before adding a third. This has been achieved previously by applying the 
GNC to the admittance ratio between the first two circuit components 
[13]. However, issues arise if the system contains any open-loop RHP 
poles or zeros, which is often the case in multi-converter networks with 
different combinations of Y-type and Z-type systems. In these instances, 
the admittance ratio is no longer sufficient and the whole closed-loop 
transfer function must be considered. This involves considering the 
source contributions in the transfer function numerator allowing for 
open-loop RHP poles and zeros to be accounted for. If continuing to use 
the GNC, the approach looks to count encirclements of the (0,−1j) for 
the denominator as well as encirclements of the origin for the numer-
ator. This allows the determination of all possible closed loop poles and 
zeros. This process would be required in an experimental laboratory 
setting using frequency sweeps when state-space matrices are not 
available. However, if the admittance is generated using state-space 
models in Matlab or equivalent, an easier approach is to locate the 
poles of the closed loop transfer function usually of the form: 

Yc

I + ZgYc
(9) 

Where Yc and Zg are the converter admittance and grid impedance, 
respectively and I is an identity matrix of rank 2. The formulation of the 
closed-loop function is discussed in more detail in III.B. By analysing the 
closed-loop, no information is missed, however care must be taken 
constructing the transfer function matrices, as incorrect manipulations 
can lead to an poorly formed representation. Both methods achieve the 
same results with the closed-loop approach being faster and easier to 
automate. 

3.2. Stability of multi-converter systems 

The issues of open-loop RHP poles and zeros become increasingly 
pertinent as more converters are introduced to the network. Issues have 
been reported previously indicating that combinations of identical 
network branches result in incorrect functions and loss of system in-
formation [21]. If a system, similar to Fig. 3, is considered with a 
network impedance, Zg, and two identical converter impedances, (Z1,

Z2 = Zc), one loop impedance of the system combining the converters 
in parallel and expressing the transfer function numerators (N) and 
denominators (D) could be: 

Zl =

(
NZc (s)DZc (s)

−1)2

2NZc (s)DZc (s)
−1 +

NZg (s)

DZg (s)
(10) 

Fig. 3. Multi-converter network diagram  
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If the system is cancelled before obtaining the modes, the new 
numerator loses the zero information of one converter: 

Nnew(s) = NZc (s)DZg (s) + 2DZc (s)NZg (s) (11) 

However, including all information the numerator should be: 

Ncorrect = NZc (s)Nnew(s) (12) 

It is obvious to see the loss of information for identical branches, but 
less obvious issues occur in complex systems. Problematic modes that 
should be visible but are cancelled during manipulations of matrices. For 
this reason, it has been suggested that analysis via the Norton admit-
tance matrix is preferred as it prevents incorrect network operations 
during simplification. However, this is time consuming and correct 
analysis can be achieved in several cases by constructing a simplified 
closed-loop system. Some important steps should be taken to ensure that 
information is not being lost during the construction of the simplified 
loop. 

The benefit of the eigenvalue analysis of the closed-loop system over 
Nyquist plots of the open-loop becomes more apparent in multi- 
converter systems. As increasing states and modes become present, 
counting multiple encirclements in different directions around two 
unique points becomes increasingly time consuming. The first step dis-
cussed in Section III.A can be skipped if considering the full closed loop 
system, as any unstable poles will appear in the final transfer function 
and do not have to be determined via Nyquist. Considering the system 
shown in Fig. 3, the converter and TL admittances are combined to give 
(YVT, YCT) and the rotations are applied as discussed in Section II.E. The 
resultant simplified system for analysis is shown in Fig. 4. 

YVT , YCT and grid admittance, YG are all expressed in the global 
reference frame. The VSM and Grid sources are combined in parallel. 
Note that both the grid and VSM converter are represented with their 
Norton equivalents and transforming the latter includes the TL imped-
ance. This is to prevent improper circuit operations such as combining 
voltage sources in parallel: 

Yp =
1
Zp

= YVT + YG (13) 

If the GFM is considered as a current source to begin, the analysis 
using this method fails. Any system component that could contain RHP 
poles or zeros should be considered as a current source to ensure the 
converter admittance is present in the transfer function numerator. This 
is not necessary for the grid, but in this case, it is also considered a 
current source to aid readability of the PCC current equation. The cur-
rent at the PCC can be determined via: 

IPcc =
ic

I + YCT Zp
−

(VV YVT )YCT Zp

I + YCT Zp
−

(VGYG)YCT Zp

I + YCT Zp
(14) 

Although the VSM converter and grid are connected in parallel, the 
contribution is kept separate as different closed loop functions are 
formed. From (14) the middle loop is selected for analysis. This is due to 
combination of the VSM admittance and PVCCN admittance forming a Y 

+ Y system in the transfer function numerator. This likely provides the 
highest probability of inserting a closed loop RHP pole [22]. Since the 
grid admittance is always considered stable, both the right-hand loop 
and left-hand loop in (14) will be stable if the central loop is. Any MIMO 
stability method can be applied in this case. However, graphical 
methods such as GNC are challenging due to system complexity. Hence 
eigenvalue analysis of the system is preferred. Since each impedance is 
represented by a state-space model, the impedance method provides a 
way of quickly manipulating these modular models into a system wide 
description. By solving for the eigenvalues of the resultant state-space A 
matrix, the same result is obtained as would be using GNC for the two 
eigenloci from the 2 × 2 MIMO impedance model. Stability is guaran-
teed if the real part of all eigenvalues are less than or equal to zero: 

Re
{

λ
(

YVT YCT Zp

I + YCT Zp

)}

≤ 0 (15) 

If the condition holds true, the system is defined as stable. Around 
the critical points, the reduction of the state-space systems to a minimum 
realisation (where all states are observable and controllable) plays a 
large role in the outcome of the stability analysis. In some cases closed- 
loop RHP poles with a very small real part have been reported, indi-
cating an incorrect classification of unstable [21]. These cases have been 
encountered in this work but can be remedied in some cases by adjusting 
the tolerance for pole-zero cancellations when obtaining a minimum 
realisation. This becomes increasingly important as the SCR lowers. The 
standard tolerance in Matlab is around 1x10−8 or √(eps). If the tolerance 
is increased to 1x10−6 better results can be obtained. This value is 
deemed acceptable as any RHP poles smaller than this are assumed to be 
at 0. The small, positive real component is assumed to be due to 
rounding and approximation in calculation. In some cases, this tolerance 
can be too large and cause loss of system information. Therefore, in each 
case the stability is determined using three tolerances: 1x10−6, 1x10−7 

and 1x10−8. The system is only considered unstable if a closed loop RHP 
is observed at all tolerances. 

4. System sensitivity analysis 

The approach discussed in III.B can be automated to consider a wide 
range of tunings and circuit parameters. This allows the exploration of 
tuning recommendations for networks containing GFL and GFM con-
verters. Additionally, it will showcase how GFM can strengthen the 
network and allow the connection of GFL converters to weaker grids. 
Results are presented in stability grids, illustrating via heatmap which 
tunings are stable at a given SCR. The system provided in Fig. 4 is used 

Fig. 4. Simplified network in the global reference frame  

Table 1 
Parameter table  

Parameter Symbol Value 

Grid Voltage (VL−L,RMS) VG 690 V 
Converter Power PC 3 MW 
Grid Frequency ωG 50 Hz 
Grid Impedance RG + jXG 0.53+j53 mΩ 
TR1 Impedance R1 + jX1 8 + j16 mΩ 
TR2 Impedance R2 + jX2 1.6 + j8 mΩ 
FilterPVCCN Impedance Rc + jXc 1.6 + j16 mΩ 
FilterVSM Impedance Rv + jXv 1.6 + j16 mΩ 
PVCCN Controller   
Current Cont. PI Gains Kpic, Kiic 0.15, 1.587 
Voltage Cont. PI Gains Kpvc, Kivc 10, 50 
Power Cont. PI Gains Kppc, Kipc 1x10−6, 0.001 
PLL PI Gains KpPLL, KiPLL 0.788, 175 
VSM Controller   
Power Cont. PI Gains Kppv, Kipv 5x10−7, 1x10−6 

Voltage Cont. PI Gains Kpvv, Kivv 100, 200 

Note that the VSM voltage control tuning method results in very high gains. This 
is because small gains always remain stable and only extremely large gains drive 
instabilities. This is likely due to disregarding the filter capacitor. 
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for analysis applying the eigenvalue condition provided in (15). A 
sensitivity analysis of controller gains is completed by varying a tuning 
constant (tc) that alters both the proportional and integral gains. An 
overview of key system parameters with initial gains is provided in 
Table 1 for an SCR of 3. The relationship between tuning constant and 
controller gains is provided in Table 2. The sensitivity analyses are 
provided in Fig. 5. The colour of the square indicates the lowest SCR 
(1.1–5) the tuning remains stable for. While yellow technically indicates 
the most stable system, it is likely not the best option if it can be 
confirmed that the SCR will remain above 2. Moreover, singular squares 
of differing colour likely indicate unwanted system interactions driving 
instability. 

4.1. Current control vs VSM power control tuning 

The stability map for PVCCN current controller (CC) tunings vs VSM 
power control tunings is shown in Fig. 5. There is a very clear limit on 
maximum power controller tuning when tc is equal to 600. This is in-
dependent of SCR but does lower slightly to around 500 as the CC tc 
increases and the CC becomes slower. However, as the SCR decreases, 
larger gains are required to remain stable. If the SCR falls below 4, a CC 
tuning constant of lower than 1 × 10−3 is required. 

4.2. Sychronisation loop tuning 

The stability map for interactions between synchronisation loops is 
shown in Fig. 5.(b). Obvious limits are present on the maximum tc for 
both the GFM power controller and the PLL of 575 and 700, respectively. 
A large range of stable points are shown for an SCR as low as 2. Outside 
of this region of stable points the SCR has little effect on the required 
tuning and the system will never be stable. A clear minimum tc for the 
PLL is also present of around 25. The horizontal yellow bar at the bottom 
of the plot incorrectly defines the stable tunings for an SCR of 1.1. A 
wider range is possible, this is further discussed in IV.E as it occurs in 
multiple sensitivity analyses. 

Table 2 
Controller gain tuning equations  

Controller Kp Tuning Ki Tuning 

PVCCN Current Control Lf

tc 
Rf

tc 
PVCCN PLL 0.0033tc 0.735tc 
PVCCN Power Control 1x10−4tc 5x10−4tc 
PVCCN Voltage Controller 0.2tc tc 
VSM Power Controller 4x10−8tc 8x10−8tc 
VSM Voltage Controller 70tc 140tc  

Fig. 5. Controller Sensitivity Analyses: (a) PVCCN current controller vs VSM Power Controller (b) PVCCN PLL vs VSM Power Controller (C) PVCCN Power Controller 
vs VSM Power Controller (d) PVCCN Voltage Controller vs VSM Voltage Controller 
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4.3. Power controllers 

It is crucial for both converters to maintain a good stability region to 
facilitate the flow of active power. Since GFM controllers are known to 
have slower dynamics, some tuning recommendations on how GFL 
converters can cope with this is of interest. The stability map for the 
interaction of the power controllers can be viewed in Fig. 5.(c). The 
PVCCN power controller has little effect on the stability of the system 
within a range of sensible gains. However, the limit on VSM power 
controller gain is clearly visible again with a tc of 600 and remains 
consistent with the other analyses in Fig. 5.(a) and (c). The quick tran-
sition from orange to dark blue would indicate the gain threshold is not 
sensitive to SCR. 

4.4. Voltage controllers 

Interactions between voltage controllers are likely, especially in 
weak networks where a stiff grid voltage is not present. The stability plot 
for the interaction of the voltage controllers can be seen in Fig. 5.(d). The 
stability of the system is largely independent of GFM voltage controller 
tuning. Unlike previous studies where stability could not be confirmed 
for an SCR of 1.1, the other control parameters are selected to find a 
stable operating point for a very weak grid. A large range of possible 

voltage controller tunings is then possible, extending beyond this range 
is not feasible. For the GFL controller the SCR must be larger to have an 
increased voltage control tc. The GFL tc constant can be as large as 800 
before stability begins to reduce. Interestingly, stability can be main-
tained for a very low GFM voltage tuning but only if the GFL control is 
also tuned sufficiently slowly. 

4.5. Validation of results 

Validation of the stability plots shown in Fig. 5 is achieved using a 
time domain model of the system shown in Fig. 3. A selection of two 
stable and one unstable tuning are selected for each subplot in Fig. 5. 
Additionally, validation of the incorrect definition of stable tunings for 
an SCR of 1.1 in some cases is provided in Fig. 5(e) and (f). The 
controller gains are switched at various time instances to drive the 
system unstable in the time domain model. The selection of tuning 
constants and timings is shown in Table 3. The plots of the PCC voltage 
from the time domain model are provided in Fig. 6. In Table 3, the P 
refers to the tc of a specific PI for the PVCCN which is indicated in the 
respective plot caption in Fig. 6. Similarly, the V refers to the tc for the 
VSM. 

From Fig. 6, plots (a), (b), (c) and (d) relate to the same captions in 
Fig. 5 using an SCR of 2. It can be seen in all four cases that the first two 
tunings, (0–5 s) and (5–10 s) are stable and the PCC voltage is main-
tained. However, when the third tuning is switched in, between (10 – 15 
s) the system becomes unstable. These tunings match the stability 
assessment in Fig. 5 and validate the method. Plots (e) and (f) relate to 
the issues encountered using an SCR of 1.1. In Fig. 5(a), (b) and (c) a 
small region of stable points is obtained for an SCR of 1.1. While these 
are correct, the instabilities determine for higher gains are not. Tuning 2 
and 3 for plots (e) and (f) should be unstable if Fig. 5(b) and (c) are 
consulted. However, the time domain shows the tunings appear more 
stable with less oscillatory behaviour. A likely reason for this is the 
operating point used to obtain the converter impedance, which is 
determined for the single converter connected to the network. In this 

Table 3 
Tuning constant and timings for verification  

Plot Tuning Const. 1 (0–5 
s) 

Tuning Const. 2 (5–10 
s) 

Tuning Const. 3 (10–15 
s)  

P V P V P V 

a 0.6 200 0.1 300 3.2 400 
b 400 300 500 600 800 700 
c 300 200 800 400 300 700 
d 200 300 400 500 900 900 
e 100 200 200 300 300 400 
f 200 50 400 300 800 500  

Fig. 6. Time domain validations: (a) P: PVCCN Current control tuning, V: VSM Power Control tuning (b) P: PVCCN PLL tuning, V: VSM power control tuning, (c) P: 
PVCCN power control tuning V: VSM power control tuning (d) P: PVCCN voltage control tuning, V: VSM voltage control tuning (e) P: PVCCN power control tuning V: 
VSM power control tuning (f) P: PVCCN voltage control tuning V: VSM voltage control tuning 
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case, the PVCCN converter contributes significantly more reactive 
power than when connected alongside the VSM, especially in a weak 
grid. This produces an impedance more likely to cause instability. This 
can be remedied by using operating points from the interconnected 
system. 

5. Conclusion 

A method of analysing the stability of multi-grid-connected- con-
verter systems via an equivalent MIMO impedance model is presented. 
Eigenvalue analysis is used to conduct the stability studies but infor-
mation on how to achieve the results in a laboratory setting with 
generalized Nyquist criterion is also provided. Previous issues with small 
RHP poles incorrectly determining instabilities were remedied by 
applying an adjustable tolerance when obtaining a minimum realisation 
of the system. A sensitivity analysis discovered that system stability is 
sensitive to both GFM power controller tuning and GFL PLL and current 
control tuning with obvious envelops of stable tunings formed. Addi-
tionally, the GFM voltage control tuning has little effect on system sta-
bility. Similarly, the system is not overly sensitive to GFL voltage control 
tuning, but maximum possible gains are found. However, the method 
fails in some cases when trying to analyse very weak networks (SCR =
1.1) but suggestions to remedy this are provided. Future work looks to 
adapt the method to be valid for all circuit conditions. 
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